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a b s t r a c t

Health condition monitoring of Gas Turbine Engine (GTE) components is key for predictive
maintenance planning. The task is challenging, as the gas-path components are mostly
inaccessible for direct measurements, while at the same time hidden incipient faults must
be diagnosed using the available measurements. The presence of multiple faults with sim-
ilar symptoms adds to the complexity of the diagnostic process. In previous research work,
a data-driven multi-mode fault parameter estimation scheme was introduced for real-time
multimode diagnosis of GTEs under diverse operating conditions and fault scenarios. In this
work, a hybrid diagnostic framework is developed that fuses the results from a
measurement-based fault parameter estimation strategy together with a fault propagation
model. The hybrid framework uses a novel particle filter (PF) structure with redundant
measurements that facilitates updating the particle weights while reducing the dimension-
ality of the measurement likelihood. Applying the developed framework on GTE gas-path
data with four different gradually worsening faults, the results show the diagnostic accu-
racy increases up to ten times, compared to the previously developed fault parameter esti-
mation scheme.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to the harsh operating environment, there are different degradation mechanisms within GTE components, leading to
degradation of the parts and deterioration of the overall engine performance. Degradation of the parts increases the risk of
mechanical failure, and deterioration of the performance leads to undesirable economical and environmental operating con-
ditions, which is referred to as conditional failure. To avoid unexpected failure consequences, GTE operating companies
attempt to acquire as much health-related information as possible through condition monitoring, and accordingly, schedule
their maintenance services. It would be advantageous if one could predict the future health condition of the GTE parts, such
that maintenance services can be conveniently scheduled before an imminent failure.

The two main parts of GTEs that experience different fault mechanisms are the compressor and the turbine sections. In
GTE compressors, erosion of the blades and vanes leads to a gradual non-recoverable degradation, whereas the fouling
phenomena causes a steep but recoverable degradation. Compressor degradation in either mode leads to loss of isentropic
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efficiency and a decrease of mass flow capacity for a given shaft speed and pressure ratio [1]. Degradation of the parts in the
turbine section alters the turbine performance, mainly with a decline in the isentropic efficiency and a subtle increase in the
mass flow capacity of the turbine, under a given pressure ratio and shaft speed [2,3]. Variations of isentropic efficiency and
mass flow capacity are commonly used for quantification of the degradation in both compressors and turbines [4,5]. An
obstacle is that, the component-level degradations (loss of isentropic efficiency and variation of mass flow capacity) are

Nomenclature

Symbols
ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
ANN artificial neural network
a; b prediction model parameters
D dimension of state vector
EGT exhaust gas temperature
e diagnostic error
Fð:Þ state model
f ð:Þ probability density
Gð:Þ measurement model
GTE gas turbine engine
gð:Þ importance density
h kernel bandwidth
Kð:Þ kernel density
k time-step
m number of particles
N shaft speed
NRMSE normalized root mean squared error
n measurement redundancy
P pressure
PF particle filter
PW power
RPF regularized particle filter
SNR signal to noise ratio
s measurement signal
T temperature
U control input history
u control input
V ambient condition history
v ambient condition
W mass flow
x health state
y performance parameter
Y performance history
Dt length of time-step
dð:Þ Dirac delta function
e measurement noise
g isentropic efficiency
q fault symptom
s process noise
/ relative humidity
x particle weight
r standard deviation of noise

Subscripts
A actual value
am ambient
C compressor
F fuel
i inlet
o outlet
T turbine
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